Abstract-Recently, we proposed a capacity expansion approach for transmission grids that combines the upgrade of transmission capacity with a transition in system structure to improve grid operation. The key to this concept is a particular hybrid AC/DC transmission grid architecture, which is obtained by uprating selected AC lines via a conversion to HVDC. We have shown that this system structure improves optimal power flow (OPF) solvability and that it can reduce the total generation costs. In this work, we study the benefits of this hybrid architecture in the context of a deregulated electricity market. We propose an efficient and accurate nodal pricing method based on locational marginal prices (LMPs) that utilizes a secondorder cone relaxation of the OPF problem. Applicability of this method requires exactness of the relaxation, which is difficult to obtain for conventional meshed AC transmission grids. We prove that the hybrid architecture ensures applicability if the LMPs do not coincide with certain pathological price profiles, which are shown to be unlikely under normal operating conditions. Using this nodal pricing method, we demonstrate that upgrading to the hybrid architecture can not only increase the effective transmission capacity but also reduce the separation of nodal markets and improve the utilization of generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N electricity markets, nodal pricing is an instrument to account for system constraints and losses [1] - [4] . The limitations on power flow in a congested grid impose restrictions on trades and electrical losses distort the balance of supply and demand, which is reflected by bus-dependent (nodal) prices for electrical power. For a market with perfect competition, i.e., when all market participants are price takers and do not exert market power, the optimal nodal prices equal the locational marginal prices (LMPs) [1] . The marginal price of active power at a bus corresponds to the cost of serving an increment of load by the cheapest possible means of generation [1] , i.e., LMPs capture the sensitivity of the minimum total generation cost to load variations. Accordingly, LMPs are tightly related to the optimal power flow (OPF) problem, which is an optimization problem that identifies the minimum cost generation dispatch for a given load considering an AC model of the grid and system constraints. In particular, LMPs quantify the sensitivity of the optimal objective value of the OPF problem with respect to the nodal power balance constraints.
For conventional meshed AC transmission grids, accurate LMPs are hard to obtain due to the nonconvexity of the OPF problem [5] , [6] . As a consequence, LMPs are typically determined on the basis of a simplified system model known as "DC power flow" (cf. e.g. [7] ), which constitutes a linearization of the AC power flow equations that considers only active power and assumes lossless lines, a flat voltage profile, and small bus voltage angle differences [8] . The OPF formulation based on the DC power flow is known as "DC OPF" and constitutes a linear program. Due to strong duality in linear programs, the associated approximation of LMPs is given by the Lagrangian dual variables of the power balance constraints [1] , which are efficiently computed, e.g., using an interior-point method [9] . However, due to the model mismatch these approximate LMPs are potentially inaccurate and may induce constraint-violating power flows, necessitating compensation measures [10] .
Recently, we proposed a hybrid architecture that is established by a topology-conserving capacity expansion approach [11] . Therein, the capacity of certain transmission lines is uprated via a conversion to HVDC, where the lines are selected such that loops are resolved. We proved in [11] that the OPF problem of the resulting hybrid AC/DC grid permits an exact semidefinite relaxation if the injection lower bounds are inactive, which enables its globally optimal solution with efficient polynomial time algorithms. Furthermore, the simulation results in [11] show that the hybrid architecture induces substantial flexibility in power flow, which can enable a reduction of the total generation cost.
This work continues the study of this hybrid architecture in the context of a deregulated electricity market, where its benefit turns out to be twofold. On one hand, the hybrid architecture gives rise to a computationally efficient and accurate nodal pricing method and, on the other hand, it can reduce trading restrictions and improve grid operation. In line with our previous results, these findings encourage such a transition from conventional to structure-promoting capacity expansion.
A. Contributions and Outline
Section II presents the system model, which generalizes the hybrid transmission grid model in [11] to convex generation cost functions, arbitrary convex injection regions, and flexible loads for adequacy in a market context. Section III introduces the corresponding OPF problem and Section IV derives its relation to LMPs, which is shown to require a zero duality gap. On this basis, Section V discusses nodal pricing based on a semidefinite relaxation of the OPF problem, as exactness of this relaxation implies a zero duality gap. Two major issues thereof are identified, i.e., (a) computational inefficiency for large-scale grids and (b) the uncertainty about applicability due to potential inexactness of the relaxation. Issue (a) is addressed in Section VI, which presents a further relaxation to a secondorder cone problem in order to utilize sparsity to improve computational efficiency. This relaxation is then established as a nodal pricing method by proving that it maintains the relation to LMPs under exactness. Issue (b) is addressed in Section VII via a study of exactness. For conventional grids, the tendency towards exactness is difficult to characterize. In contrast, we show that the hybrid architecture gives rise to an intuitive characterization of exactness via the notion of pathological price profiles. To this end, exactness is proven to obtain as long as the LMPs do not coincide with certain pathological price profiles, which are unlikely under normal operating conditions. This result also extends our previous work on OPF in [11] , where exactness of a semidefinite relaxation is guaranteed for a less expressive system model and the technical requirement of excluding power injection lower bounds. In this regard, the softening of exactness under pathological price profiles can be understood as the trade-off for a more advanced system model and the consideration of power injection lower bounds.
Section VIII presents an upgrade strategy and illustrates the application of the proposed nodal pricing method to a largescale, real-world transmission grid. On one hand, these results illustrate that the hybrid architecture enables the efficient identification of accurate LMPs. On the other hand, they show that the hybrid architecture can not only increase the effective transmission capacity but also improve grid operation by substantially reducing grid-induced trading restrictions and facilitating a more efficient utilization of generation. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper.
B. Notation
The set of natural numbers is denoted by N, the set of real numbers by R, the set of nonnegative real numbers by R + , the set of complex numbers by C, and the set of Hermitian matrices in C N ×N by S N . The imaginary unit is denoted by i = √ −1. For x ∈ C, its real part is Re(x), its imaginary part is Im(x), its absolute value is |x|, and its complex conjugate is x * . For a matrix A, its transpose is A T , its conjugate (Hermitian) transpose is A H , its trace is tr(A), its rank is rank(A), its nullspace (kernel) is null(A), its element in row i and column j is [A] i,j , and its vectorization is
T , where a 1 to a N are the columns of A. For a complex-valued matrix M = A + iB ∈ C M×N , where A, B ∈ R M×N , its real part is Re(M ) = A and its imaginary part is Im(M ) = B. For two matrices A, B ∈ S N , A B denotes that A − B is positive semidefinite and A ≻ B that A−B is positive definite. For real-valued vectors, inequalities are considered component-wise. The vector e n denotes the nth standard basis vector of appropriate dimension. For a set S, its cardinality is denoted by |S| and its interior by int(S). For two sets A and B, A + B denotes the Minkowski sum and A − B the Minkowski difference of A and B. For a set N ⊂ N and vectors or matrices x n ∈ S, with n ∈ N , x N denotes the |N |-tuple x N = (x n ) n∈N and S N the |N |-fold Cartesian product S N = n∈N S. For a vector space W, its dimension is dim(W). For a convex function f : S → R, epi(f ) denotes the epigraph of f , and, for and x ∈ S, ∂f (x) denotes the subdifferential of f at x and, if f is differentiable at x, ∇f (x) denotes the gradient of f at x.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
This work utilizes the system model for hybrid transmission grids in [11] , which comprises an architectural and electrical part. The architecture is described by the directed multigraph G = {V, E, D,ǫ,ǫ,δ,δ}, where V = {1, . . . , N V } is the set of buses, E = {1, . . . , N E } the set of AC branches (AC lines, cables, transformers, and phase shifters), and D = {1, . . . , N D } the set of DC branches (HVDC lines, cables, and back-to-back converters). The functionsǫ,ǫ : E → V andδ,δ : D → V map an AC and DC branch to its source and destination bus, respectively. The electrical behavior is described by a steadystate model, where the system state comprises the bus voltage vector v ∈ C NV and DC branch flow vector p ∈ R ND . At the buses, generators with a rectangular injection region and fixed loads are considered. The corresponding constraints are implemented as upper and lower bounds on the net injection of active and reactive power into the grid, i.e.,
Therein, the matrices P n , Q n ∈ S NV are a function of the bus admittance matrix and characterize the flow on AC branches, while h n ∈ R ND describes the flow on DC branches, see [11, Sec. II] . The voltage magnitude at every bus is restricted to the corresponding voltage range
where M n = e n e T n ∈ S NV . Complementary to the definition in [11] , the lower bounds are assumed to be strictly positive, i.e.,V n > 0 for all n ∈ V. For AC branches, the formulation in [11] exchanges the usual apparent power flow limit ("MVA rating") by its underlying constraints (see e.g. [12, Ch. 6.1.12]) to improve expressiveness and mathematical structure. These constraints comprise upper boundsĪ k andĪ k on the current magnitude at the source and destination, i.e.,
a restriction of the relative bus voltage magnitude drop to the range
as well as a limitation of the bus voltage angle difference to the range
The current constraint matricesÎ k ,Ǐ k ∈ S NV , the voltage drop constraint matricesM k ,M k ∈ S NV , as well as the angle difference constraint matrices A k ,Ā k ,Ā k ∈ S NV are defined in [11, Sec. III] . For DC branches, upper and lower bounds on power flow are captured by the vector-valued constraint
To further improve expressiveness, the model is extended to flexible loads (elastic demand) and a more elaborate characterization of generation. To this end, a generation vector
is introduced at every bus n ∈ V, where P G n and Q G n is the active and reactive power generation and P L n and Q L n is the active and reactive load. The P-Q capability of the (aggregated) generator at bus n ∈ V is specified by the nonempty, compact, and convex set G n ⊂ R 2 , i.e., all g n ∈ G n are valid operating points. For example, G n may constitute a simple box constraint or, for more precise modeling, the convex hull of the generator capability curve. Similarly, the admissible range for the (aggregated) load at bus n ∈ V is specified by the nonempty, compact, and convex set D n ⊂ R 2 , i.e., all d n ∈ D n are valid load configurations. For example, D n is a singleton set for a fixed load and non-singleton for a flexible load. At bus n ∈ V, this characterization of generation and load is linked to the hybrid transmission grid model via the power balance equations
which replace the power injection constraint (1).
In a managed spot market, the market operator collects the bids and offers of producers and consumers, respectively, to set the nodal prices and clear the market [1] . The bids and offers are in general increasing and decreasing staircaseshaped price-power curves that, by integration, translate to convex and concave piecewise linear cost and benefit functions for producers and consumers, respectively. This is considered by generalizing the linear generation cost in [11] to convex producer cost functions C n : G n → R, with n ∈ V. Additionally, concave consumer benefit functions B n : D n → R are introduced to quantify the benefit perceived by flexible loads.
Remark: The system model in [11] is introduced for hybrid transmission grids that feature the hybrid architecture, which comprises a tree topology of the AC subgrid as established by [11, Def. 6] . If this definition is excluded, the model is suitable for hybrid transmission grids of arbitrary topology. In the following, this fact is utilized to discuss nodal pricing for general hybrid transmission grids, while the hybrid architecture is then considered from Section VII onwards.
III. OPTIMAL POWER FLOW
LMPs are related to the OPF problem by means of the sensitivity of its optimal objective value to the power balance constraints. To establish this relation, the OPF is formulated with respect to the maximum economic welfare, i.e., the difference of the consumer's benefit and the producer's cost for a certain system state (cf. e.g. [1] ). With the system model above, the corresponding OPF problem reads as follows. (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) .
This is a nonconvex optimization problem due to the power balance equations and the indefiniteness of certain constraint matrices (cf. [11] ). The nonconvexity does not only render the problem hard to solve, but also leads to a potentially nonzero duality gap with respect to the Lagrangian dual problem. As shown below, a nonzero duality gap invalidates the coupling between LMPs and the OPF problem, rendering them hard to identify.
In what follows, it is assumed that (8) is strictly feasible. (2) to (6) hold with strict inequality, g n − d n ∈ int(G n − D n ), and G n and D n are polyhedral sets, for all n ∈ V.
Furthermore, the notation is condensed to simplify the exposition. Let
T , and consider that quadratic terms in v permit the reformulation
Therewith, the OPF problem (8) is expressed equivalently as
Note that (7) is implemented by (10b) and (2) to (6) by (10c), where
T are parametrized correspondingly to reproduce the M = 2N V + 7N E + 2N D inequality constraints.
IV. LOCATIONAL MARGINAL PRICES
This section illustrates in what manner and under which conditions LMPs emerge from the Lagrangian dual of the OPF problem, which serves as a basis for the nodal pricing method later on. To this end, the Lagrangian dual of the OPF problem (8) is derived on the basis of (10). Let M = {1, . . . , M } and let Ψ :
Therewith, the Lagrangian function of (10) can be stated as
in which (10b) is dualized using the dual variables λ n ∈ R 2 , with n ∈ V, and (10c) using µ ∈ R M + , while the vectorization is retracted. With (13), the dual problem of (10) and, thus, of the OPF problem (8) is obtained as
(14c) Fig. 1 . Interrelation of the OPF problem (8), its Lagrangian dual (14) , and its semidefinite relaxation (17) . If the relaxation is exact, it follows that p ⋆ = d ⋆ , i.e., the OPF problem exhibits a zero duality gap and the LMPs are given by the optimal dual variables λ ⋆ V in (14) .
Therein, σ n : R 2 → R and π n : R 2 → R are given by
⋆ V may not match the LMPs, i.e., the coupling between the dual variables and LMPs is invalidated.
V. NODAL PRICING USING SEMIDEFINITE RELAXATION
A convex relaxation of the OPF problem is thus not only motivated by computational advantages, but also by its relation to a zero duality gap. In the following, this is illustrated using the well-known semidefinite relaxation.
A. Semidefinite Relaxation
Semidefinite relaxation (SDR) is an established technique for the convex relaxation of nonconvex quadratic optimization problems [14] and has been applied to various OPF formulations, see e.g. [15] , [16] and the references therein. Here, SDR is applied analogous to [11] , i.e., a Hermitian matrix V ∈ S NV is introduced and the quadratic expressions in v are rewritten in terms of V . For equivalence of the formulations, V must be positive semidefinite (psd) and have rank 1. In SDR, the optimization problem is rendered convex by excluding the rank 1 Furthermore, it also holds that
constraint. Therefore, the SDR of the OPF problem (8) using the notation in (10) readŝ
B. Nodal Pricing and Application Issues
A particular property of the SDR (17) is that its Lagrangian dual is given by (14) , i.e., the OPF problem (8) and its SDR (17) share the same dual problem. Due to the convexity of the set of psd matrices, (17) 
Proof: See Appendix A. It follows that exactness of the SDR implies a zero duality gap of the OPF problem (see also [17] ) and, thus, it qualifies the optimal dual variables λ ⋆ V as LMPs, cf. Fig. 1 . Considering that interior-point methods can jointly solve the SDR (17) and its dual (14) in polynomial time, this appears as an attractive nodal pricing method. However, there are two major issues: (a) Practical tractability: In SDR, the number of optimization variables increases by N V (N V − 2).
2 For large-scale grids, this quadratic increase in dimensionality entails substantial difficulties in solving (17) and (14) with an interior-point solver. This renders it highly inefficient and potentially even intractable for practical grids. (b) Applicability: This nodal pricing method is only applicable if the semidefinite relaxation is exact. While exactness can be determined a posteriori, the uncertainty about applicability compromises the practical value of this approach. Hence, a characterization of exactness is desired to assess if a given transmission grid tends toward an exact relaxation and, therewith, promotes applicability. Regarding (a), a further relaxation to a second-order cone program (SOCP) was considered in the literature in order to exploit sparsity, see [15] , [16] and the references therein. This substantially reduces the computational effort for large-scale grids, but it also invalidates the interrelations in Fig. 1 and, therewith, this nodal pricing approach.
Regarding (b), there are several studies on the exactness of SDR for AC grids. A prominent work is by Lavaei and Low [17] , where a series of modified OPF problems is presented and related to exactness in order to establish an intuition about the observation of a zero duality gap. For the case of a general AC grid in [17, Sec. IV-C], the authors combine an extensive chain of arguments with several assumptions to convey an intuition about the range of a weighting factor on the off-diagonal block of a certain matrix (their analog of Ψ (λ V , µ)), where, in case this range includes 1, exactness is ensured under the posed assumptions. This result is remarkable, but potentially too intricate to assess the tendency towards exactness for a specific grid. For radial grids [18] and meshed grids with loops limited to three lines [19] , exactness has been proven under certain technical conditions, e.g., the omission of power injection lower bounds. However, these structures are not observed in transmission grids and the technical conditions cannot be maintained in practice. For hybrid transmission grids, we recently established exactness for the hybrid architecture in [11] , which covers meshed grid topologies but, still, requires the omission of power injection lower bounds. Considering that these results do not transfer to the generalized system model in Section II, they neither address (b) appropriately.
In the following, these two issues are investigated to arrive at an efficient nodal pricing method for large-scale transmission grids that facilitates the utilization of the hybrid architecture's structural features to promote applicability to this system class.
VI. NODAL PRICING USING SOC RELAXATION
A major issue of nodal pricing using SDR is the quadratic increase in optimization variables, which compromises computational tractability for large-scale grids. In the following, this issue is addressed via a further relaxation to an SOCP.
A. Second-Order Cone Relaxation
The constraint matrices in (2) to (7) are highly sparse, see [11, Appendix B] . In the following, a second-order cone (SOC) relaxation is applied to the SDR (17) , which enables the utilization of this sparsity to reduce the uplift in dimensionality. To this end, it is observed that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for (17d) is that all 2×2 principal submatrices of V are psd, cf. [20] , [21] . Thus, (17d) may be relaxed to psd constraints on 2×2 principal submatrices, which can be implemented as SOC constraints, cf. [21] . It follows from [11, Appendix B] that the sparsity pattern of the constraint matrices in (2) to (7) is defined by the graph of the AC subgrid, i.e., only elements in row i and column j, where i, j ∈ {ǫ(k),ǫ(k)} and k ∈ E, may be nonzero. Therefore, only the corresponding 2×2 principal submatrices of vv H in (10) and, thus, of V in (17) are involved in system constraints. For the SOC relaxation, this enables a reduction in dimensionality by N V (N V − 1) − 2N E via the exclusion of irrelevant optimization variables. To formulate the SOC relaxation of (17) , let the setS NV of Hermitian partial matrices on the AC subgraph of G bẽ
OPF (8) OPF Dual (14) SOCR (20) SOCR Dual (21) Fig. 2 . Interrelation of the OPF problem (8), its Lagrangian dual (14) , its SOC relaxation (SOCR) in (20) , and the Lagrangian dual (21) of the SOCR.
With the results in Section VI-B, it follows that exactness of the relaxation implies a zero duality gap and that the optimal dual variables λ ⋆ V in (21) are optimal in the dual (14) of the OPF problem, i.e., λ ⋆ V match the LMPs.
where I = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : i, j ∈ {ǫ(k),ǫ(k)}, k ∈ E}. Furthermore, let Ξ k :S NV → S 2 select the 2×2 principal submatrix associated with AC branch k ∈ E, i.e.,
where
NV×2 . Therewith, the SOC relaxation of (17) can be stated as
do not hold for the SOC relaxation. To show this, the dual problem of the SOC relaxation (20) is derived as
in which (20b) is dualized using λ n ∈ R 2 , with n ∈ V, (20c) using µ ∈ R M + , and (20d) using Λ k ∈ S 2 , where Λ k 0 and k ∈ E. It can be observed that this optimization problem corresponds to the Lagrangian dual (14) of the OPF problem with the psd constraint (14b) on Ψ (λ V , µ) being replaced by (21b). In fact, (14) may be regarded as a relaxation of (21).
Lemma 1: Let (λ V , µ, Λ E ) be feasible in (21) . Then, (λ V , µ) is feasible in (14) .
Proof: Due to (21d), it follows that S k Λ k S ⋆ n is an LMP-based price vector, this result gives rise to an interesting observation: If the LMP of active power is positive and the LMP of reactive power is nonnegative at all buses, exactness of the relaxation is guaranteed. Indeed, typically at the majority of buses such a price structure is observed, cf. the discussion in Appendix F. While this appears evident for active power due to convex and increasing generation cost functions, it may not be as obvious for reactive power, which is usually associated with zero cost and benefit. In this case, if the constraints on reactive power are not binding, its LMP is zero and, if they are binding, it is mostly due to a demand for capacitive reactive power that leads to a positive price. However, buses with negative LMPs do arise, e.g., in case of demand for more inductive reactive power. Still, exactness obtains as long as the optimal dual 
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the following, the proposed nodal pricing method is utilized to highlight benefits of the hybrid architecture. To this end, the 2383-bus test case "case2383wp.m" provided by the power system simulation package MATPOWER [23] , [24] is considered, which represents the Polish transmission grid during winter peak conditions. It is converted to a hybrid transmission grid via a proposed upgrade strategy. Subsequently, the original AC transmission grid (ACG) and the hybrid transmission grid (HTG) are compared in four case studies. For the HTG, the LMPs are determined using the nodal pricing method presented in Section VI-B, where the SOC relaxation (20) and its dual (21) are solved simultaneously with MOSEK [25] , 5 an interior-point optimizer for large-scale conic optimization problems. For the ACG, approximate LMPs are determined via a DC OPF, as the SOC relaxation proves to be inexact. Thus, the presented LMPs of the ACG are given by the dual variables of the power balance constraints in the "DC power flow" model, which is a linearization of the AC power flow that ignores losses as well as reactive power and presumes a perfectly flat voltage profile. The DC OPF for the ACG is solved with MATPOWER [23] using MOSEK [25] as the solver back end.
A. Preprocessing
The test case is preprocessed to support the case studies. 5 Default settings with MSK_DPAR_INTPNT_CO_TOL_PFEAS = 5·10 −8 .
1) System-Restricting Branches:
If the load is increased by more than 5.0 % the DC OPF of the ACG becomes infeasible. The system is actually limited by only two out of 2896 AC branches, i.e., branch 2239 and 2862. To enable case studies under high load, their line rating is increased by 35 %.
2) Parallel Branches: The test case contains 10 pairs of parallel AC branches. The parallel branches 18 and 19 exhibit the same line parameters but different transformer tap ratios, i.e., 1.0646 and 1.0523. For maximum capacity, the tap ratio of branch 19 is set to 1.0646. Parallel AC branches are then combined into an equivalent single AC branch to comply with the hybrid transmission grid model (cf. [11, Def. 5 
]).
3) Lossless Branches: The test case contains 195 lossless AC branches. The hybrid transmission grid model assumes lossy AC branches, cf. [11, Def. 7 and 8] . To this end, all lossless branches are imposed with negligible losses by setting their series resistance to 10 −5 p.u..
B. Upgrade to the Hybrid Architecture
Possible options for the upgrade to the hybrid architecture correspond to spanning trees of the ACG, see [11] . Their number is given by Kirchhoff's matrix tree theorem, cf. e.g. [26] . In the numerical computing environment MATLAB [27] , its evaluation results in an overflow, implying that there are more than 10 308 spanning trees. Thus, the evaluation of all upgrade options as in [11] is not tractable and, on that account, we propose a heuristic upgrade strategy. To this end, every AC branch is associated with an upgrade suitability measure to obtain a weighted graph. Therein, the minimum spanning tree is identified and all AC branches outside this tree are upgraded to DC branches. As long-distance transmission is a common application of HVDC lines [28] , long transmission lines are favored for the upgrade by using the series resistance of an AC branch as its upgrade suitability measure. Therewith, 17.46 % of all AC branches are selected and converted to (bidirectional) HVDC lines with an exemplary loss factor of 3.5% and a capacity that coincides with the AC line rating to focus on the influence of the architecture. The reactive power capability is selected conservatively as 25 % of the active power capacity, cf. e.g. [29] . 
C. Case Study 1: LMP Profile Equalization
In this test case, the load totals to 24.6 GW, i.e., 82.99 % of the active power generation capacity (P-capacity). The corresponding LMPs for active power are depicted in Fig. 4 . For the ACG, the LMP fluctuates excessively between 61.40 $/MWh and 665.69 $/MWh. Furthermore, a subsequent AC power flow reveals that the model mismatch necessitates substantial 667.3 MW of slack power at the reference bus. In contrast, the LMP profile for the HTG is remarkably flat and all LMPs lie in the narrow interval from 122.82 $/MWh to 184.71 $/MWh, while no slack power is required. Considering that the generation cost functions are convex and monotonically increasing, it follows from the definition of LMPs that the disappearing of downward peaks in the LMP profile implies an improved utilization of generators with low marginal costs, while the vanishing of upward peaks states that loads obtain access to less expensive generation. This "equalization" of the LMP profile thus implies that restrictions on trades are reduced and, hence, the separation of nodal power markets due to grid limitations is mitigated.
For the HTG, the accuracy of LMPs is established by the proposed nodal pricing method, while the equalization arises from the flexibility induced by the hybrid architecture. This is verified by performing a DC OPF for the HTG, where the equalization is also observed in these approximate LMPs, which range from 127.36 $/MWh to 158.50 $/MWh. Table I shows that the SOC relaxation is exact for the HTG. In fact, the LMP of active power is always positive and Fig. 5 illustrates that the LMP of reactive power is nonnegative at the majority of buses. Accordingly, Theorem 8 ensures the avoidance of 52.23 % of the critical subspaces A k . Furthermore, the smallest magnitude of the off-diagonal elements of Ψ (λ ⋆ V , µ ⋆ ) on the AC subgraph is 9.659, i.e., the remaining critical subspaces in (27) are also avoided and Corollary 2 guarantees exactness. This result supports the conjecture that it is unlikely to match the critical subspaces in (28) and, thus, to observe a pathological price profile, cf. Fig. 3 . Case Study 4 substantiates this conclusion later on. Finally, it shall be noted that the computational effort is rather moderate with the solver time of MOSEK being less than 2 seconds on a standard office notebook.
If the proposed nodal pricing method is applied to the ACG, it is observed that the relaxation is inexact and, thus, the optimal dual variables λ 
D. Case Study 2: Nodal Pricing at High Load
This case study investigates the impact of high load on the LMP profile. In the ACG, the load can be scaled up by 9.9 % until MATPOWER reports infeasibility. At this load, which amounts to 91.20 % of P-capacity, the LMPs of the ACG fluctuate vastly between −3,229.60 $/MWh and 15,506.91 $/MWh. In contrast, the HTG supports a load increase of 16.8 %, totaling the load to 96.92 % of P-capacity. Considering that the transmission losses are 3.08 % of Pcapacity, it follows that all generation can be utilized. Figure 6 illustrates that even under these extreme conditions the LMP profile remains reasonably flat. Thus, the hybrid architecture can not only increase the effective capacity, but also maintain adequate nodal prices under very high load.
E. Case Study 3: Loadability After Generation Expansion
To further investigate loadability, the generation capacity is increased by 15 %. Under these conditions, the ACG supports a load increase of 16.7 %, which totals the load to 84.21 % of P-capacity and results in LMPs fluctuating between −28,241.51 $/MWh and 69,620.31 $/MWh. In contrast, the HTG supports a substantially higher load increase of 29.7 % that totals the load to 93.59 % of P-capacity. With transmission losses of 3.31 % of P-capacity, it follows that still almost all generation can be utilized and Fig. 7 shows that the HTG maintains a reasonable LMP profile. The effective capacity of the HTG is thus 11.14 % higher compared to the ACG and, additionally, it offers the major advantage of desirable trading conditions. Concluding, it should be emphasized that this capacity gain arises exclusively from the flexibility induced by the hybrid architecture, as the line capacity is not uprated during the conversion of AC lines to HVDC in Section VIII-B.
F. Case Study 4: Exactness of the SOC Relaxation
Above case studies utilize the proposed nodal pricing method to accurately identify the LMPs of the HTG. The nodal pricing method requires exactness of the relaxation, which is shown to obtain in these cases, i.e., pathological price profiles are not observed. Case Study 1 provides some insights on LMPs to motivate the unlikeliness of pathological price profiles under normal operating conditions. In the following, this rationale is substantiated by analyzing exactness under variations of load and generation cost. To this end, the load at every bus is varied randomly between 25 % and 125 % by scaling with a random factor sampled from a uniform distribution on (0.25, 1.25). Analogously, the cost of every generator is varied randomly between half and twice the amount by scaling the generation cost function with a random factor sampled from a uniform distribution on (0.5, 2). This perturbation of load and generation cost is repeated to generate 1000 scenarios with varying operating conditions. Fig. 8 depicts the relaxation error of the HTG as well as the ACG for these scenarios. Throughout, the ACG exhibits a substantial relaxation error, rendering the nodal pricing method inapplicable. In contrast, the HTG consistently obtains exactness, which confirms that pathological price profiles are indeed unlikely.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper identified advantages of the recently proposed hybrid transmission grid architecture in a market context, which are twofold. On one hand, this hybrid architecture was shown to provide computational benefits. To this end, an accurate and efficient nodal pricing method based on a second-order cone relaxation of the optimal power flow problem was presented, whose applicability requires exactness of the relaxation. By means of the Polish transmission grid, it was illustrated that exactness is typically not obtained for a conventional grid topology. In contrast, the hybrid architecture ensures exactness as long as the locational marginal prices do not coincide with certain pathological price profiles, which were shown to be unlikely under normal operating conditions. Therewith, the hybrid architecture enables accurate and computationally efficient nodal pricing. On the other hand, this system structure was shown to introduce operational benefits. To this end, it was utilized that locational marginal prices reveal operational characteristics of the grid. Therewith, it was illustrated that implementing capacity expansion via the transition to the hybrid architecture can substantially reduce grid-induced restrictions on power trades and improve the utilization of generation facilities. 
for all n ∈ V. For ε sufficiently small, there exist g n ∈ G n and d n ∈ D n such that
for all n ∈ V. Consequently, there exists some ε > 0 such that (V , p, g V , d V ) is feasible in (17) .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 5
For all n ∈ V, the lower bound in (2) on the bus voltage magnitude translates to a constraint tr(M nṼ ) ≥V T ∈ R 2NV +M be a stacking of the tuple (λ V , µ). Therewith, A k can be rewritten as
Therein, L which follows from the supporting hyperplanes of the epigraph of C n , cf. Fig. 9b . Analogously, the second dimension reads
see also Fig. 9c . It follows from (40) that the LMP for active power may only become zero or negative if the generator is operated at its minimum active power output. In this case, the LMP for active power typically comprises the marginal cost of another generator (augmented by the cost of transmission losses), which usually yields a positive price. Nonetheless, the LMP of active power may become negative, e.g., if additional load at bus n mitigates the impact of power flow restrictions (e.g., due to congestion) and, therewith, introduces more social welfare than the generation cost it causes. For reactive power, it follows from (41) that its LMP may only become negative if additional inductive reactive power increases social welfare. However, this circumstance is counteracted by the inductive nature of transmission grids. In all other cases, the LMP for reactive power is zero or positive.
These considerations apply similarly to general convex and increasing generation cost functions as well as buses without any generator. For example, the latter implies G n = {0}. This is a special case of G n in (37), i.e., when all bounds are zero. Correspondingly, the preceding discussion applies as well.
